Triangle Accelerates Growth with Copley's
FDA Extended ERP Solution

With Copley and Infor, we have successfully implemented a solution
that provides real-time production feedback, allowing us higher
visibility into margin contributions while enhancing our planning and
scheduling. We feel the efficiencies we have gained with the Infor and
Copley FDA solution will accelerate our growth trajectory, while
maintaining our core values of quality and delivery performance.”
- Dax Strohmeyer, President at Triangle Manufacturing Company

Business Challenges
About Triangle

• Lacked a unified platform for FDA
Regulatory compliance

Triangle Manufacturing Company Inc. was founded in 1955 and
continues to bring to life a wide range of medical instrumentation and
implantable devices at a time when reliable sourcing is more important
than ever. Triangle’s work impacts almost every part of the human body,
demanding a level of precision and quality unlike any industry.

• Disparate systems and manual
processes

The company implemented The Copley Consulting Group’s FDA
Extended Solution based on the Infor CloudSuite™ Industrial (CSI)
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) application. The new ERP solution
replaced Triangle’s disparate systems and manual processes, providing
the functionality needed for them to improve production cycle times
and shop floor efficiency to support their aggressive growth goals.
Triangle now sees the opportunity to more effectively on-board new
customers at a faster rate, fueling their objectives of both top line and
bottom line growth in a competitive and highly nuanced medical device
sector.

Benefits

To find out more about Copley's FDA Extended Solution or to
schedule a demo contact us at sales@copleycg.com.
Follow us on social media
facebook.com/copleycg/
twitter.com/CopleyCG
linkedin.com/company/copley-consulting-group/

• Poor cycle times and shop floor
efficiency

• Implementation of the Copley FDA
Extended ERP solution has provided higher
visibility into demand forecasting and
quality control
• ERP solution replaced Triangle’s disparate
systems and manual processes, improving
production cycle times and shop floor
efficiency to support aggressive growth
goals
• Able to more effectively on-board new
customers at a faster rate, fueling their
growth objectives

